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Introduction
Critical and feminist histories of computing have begun to explore the way race, class,
gender, culture, and other social factors have shaped the development of computing
technologies, and how these technologies in turn help construct and enforce cultural
and social norms. Recent histories (Hicks 2017; Rankin 2018) frame the history of
computing as deeply embedded in a web of social, political, and cultural forces which
have shaped the labour forces, forms of access, and imaginaries surrounding
computing technologies. This paper aims to offer a supplement to these critical histories
and build on the growing body of “critical AI studies” literature that considers particular
artificial intelligence (AI) techniques and technologies in terms of their sociocultural
contexts and implications. Approaching AI historically offers a way to consider
algorithms and AI technologies beyond their technical specifications, instead analyzing
them as complex sociotechnical assemblages shaped by material, geographic, political,
and social forces.
Feminist AI Protocol
Using a technofeminist framework (Wajcman 2004), I examine a network of women in AI
research who together expanded the range of methodologies and disciplines usually
included in AI in the 1980s and 1990s. Barbara Grosz and Candace Sidner, two of these
women, developed a concept called SharedPlans (Grosz & Sidner 1986) that
challenged more masculine approaches to dialogue systems. Borrowing from Michelle
Murphy’s (2012) concept of protocol feminism, I argue these women had a feminist AI
protocol, a collection of methods and practices rooted in community, interdisciplinarity,
and care.
I analyze these women in the history of AI research as complex, politically imperfect
characters. I outline the sets of practices and techniques they used in their research
objectives, scientific method, areas of specialization, and involvement in academic
service. I consider their significant contributions to both AI research and creating spaces
for women in computer science. I also consider the ways their social contexts limited the
extent to which their protocols offered more radical epistemological imaginings of a
feminist approach to AI.
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Method
I draw on scholarship in critical algorithm studies and feminist STS, which has provided
frameworks to uncover and challenge the assumptions and values which have been
foundational to scientific and technological research (e.g., Haraway 1990).
Using humanistic and documentary methods, I analyze published and unpublished
documents, interviews, conference proceedings, white papers, and departmental
reports. I analyze the publications of Barbara Grosz and Candace Sidner, the two
authors of SharedPlans, and situate their work within broader intellectual currents at the
time within AI and in other disciplines. I consider how their theoretical approach in this
period resonated with contemporaneous work produced in feminist theory and STS. I
support this analysis with biographical interviews with Barbara Grosz and other AI
researchers, conducted from summer 2019 through fall 2020.
Findings & Implications
I outline an assemblage of techniques, values, and practices that illustrate a feminist AI
protocol rooted in community, interdisciplinarity, and care. SharedPlans helped create
the infrastructure for a computer dialogue system that could go “off-script” and it was
grounded in a philosophy of language as action.
Grosz and Sidner approached their research philosophically, using frameworks from
philosophy and speech act theory (Searle 1969, 1980) to frame dialogue as
fundamentally collaborative. SharedPlans helped deconstruct certain notions of
individualism and research methods that focused too narrowly on normative scripts,
tasks, and utterances (Schank & Abelson 1977). Instead, their research methods were
grounded in the diverse goals and desires of real users.
Grosz advocated for the metaphor of a team or partnership to describe the relationship
humans and AI systems ought to have— and the systems computer scientists ought to
design. Outside research, many of these women spent their academic careers
advocating for feminist issues in the computer science community (Grosz 1991; Sidner
1982). In many ways, their approaches to AI align with feminist and critical STS work
circulating simultaneously (Adam 1993, 1995; Akrich 1992; Woolgar 1990).
In other ways, this network of researchers enacted their AI protocol from within the
particular set of cultural and epistemological parameters of their computer science
departments. SharedPlans built collaborative capability into existing work on intelligent
agents, but this model was contained within limits of rational agency and self-interest.
These parameters limited how radical the epistemological interventions of Grosz and
her collaborators could have been.
Conclusion
Paying attention to the limits of SharedPlans helps shed light on particular epistemic
norms within the history of computing technologies and clarifies the kinds of
commitments necessary for creating feminist technologies in solidarity with other
movements. To conclude, I consider Feminist Internet’s “Feminist Alexa” chatbot to
imagine a feminist AI research agenda rooted in intersectionality, anti-imperialism, and
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anti-capitalism. The project's design decisions emphasize the way claims to truth and
knowledge are historically contingent, socially and culturally mediated, and shaped by
prior experiences. There remains an urgent need to reflect on how to build feminist AI
technologies that make room for and include many different standpoints.
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